EVERYTHING YOU NEED, NOTHING YOU DON’T.

Empower continuous, spontaneous collaboration with join.me. Built for today’s fast-paced, highly mobile workplace, join.me is the instant online meeting app that makes collaborating easier than ever. Powerful yet simple for anyone to use, join.me is great for ad-hoc meetings, formal presentations and anytime you need to share ideas and get work done.

Fixed Pricing includes:

Unlimited Audio Conferencing
• Toll-based domestic and international numbers for 50+ countries
• Call by phone or computer via VOIP
• Dedicated dial-in numbers can be used with or without screen sharing
• Toll-toll free availability with OpenVoice Integrated (charge per minute)

Meeting Features
• Annotation & recording
• Presenter swap & chat
• Meeting scheduler
• Branded meeting links
• Salesforce.com integration
• Available in six languages
• Participant bubbles for all
• Look who’s talking
• Individual mute
• Share Control

Video Conferencing
• Users presented in live join.me video “bubbles”
• Works in video-only meetings and during screen-sharing
• Available on desktop app and in-browser (Chrome)

Unlimited Screen-sharing
• Users presented in live join.me video “bubbles”
• Works in video-only meetings and during screen-sharing
• Available on desktop app and in-browser (Chrome)

Mobile Meeting Apps
• Start meetings and present directly from an iPhone®, iPad®, or Android device
• Brainstorm faster with the join.me mobile whiteboard

Security
• Meeting Lock
• 256-bit TSL encryption

Want to learn more about how join.me can help you show work who’s boss? Request a demo or call us at 1-877-251-8373.

Instant, simple collaboration
• Share your screen within seconds
• Join with just the click of a link
• Ideal for ad-hoc collaboration, demos and project reviews

Designed with IT in mind
• Company-wide deployment done in a day
• Easy to manage administrative control
• 256-bit TSL encryption

Fits your budget
• 1/3 the cost of other meeting tools
• Affordable company-wide licenses
• Simplified, non-variable billing
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